VO Genesis Voiceover Guide Release Closely Examined By
Patrick Lattimore
VO Genesis is a brand new program created by a world renown expert Jenny Lewis
designed to help people pursue their careers in voiceover business. The program
explains how to make a full or part-time income from anywhere, only by simple
voiceovers.
Bakersfield, CA -- December 10, 2015 (FPRC) -- According to Patrick, "The Internet has opened
hundreds, if not thousands of opportunities to regular everyday people. Instead of working normal
jobs, people now have the opportunities to pursue careers in every way and niche possible and the
options and possibilities are endless. This particular program discusses one of these opportunities voiceover."
The official website states that VO Genesis is a digital ebook that can be downloaded instantly after
the purchase. It is a blueprint that shows people how to make either full or part time income by using
only their voice. It provides users with simple steps, which are necessary to improve the quality of
the voiceover and become successful in this interesting business.
Patrick Lattimore warns potential users of the program about shady and misleading affiliate
websites, which can be found all over the Internet. "I personally came across a few VO Genesis
review websites, which provide potential users of the system with misleading information and VO
Genesis reviews. Furthermore, these websites more often than not, sell copies of the program for
more than twice its regular cost. My advice is to avoid these websites and purchase the program
from the official website only, which can be found here."- Official Website
Patrick also adds. "People who are skeptical whether the voiceover career would suit them don't
have to be afraid of losing their money. The program comes with a 60-day money back guarantee,
so users can ask for a refund if they won't find it useful or won't make any breakthrough in their
career."
VO Genesis shows users how to create a full or part-time income using just their voice. This
business idea is still untapped and provides a great deal of opportunities for people who would like
to become voiceover artists and work from the comfort of their own home. It is ideal for people who
have a lot of free time, recently lost a job, or people who want to try something completely different.
This new system shows its users how to get started with the voiceover career and how to set up
their home studio as cheapest as possible to start accepting jobs. Tips regarding the home studio
setup are considered to be one of the best features of the program.
Find Out How to Start the Voiceover Business With Minimal Starting Costs
"VO Genesis brings great opportunity even for people without any previous voiceover training, no
connections, and low confidence," says the author of the program Jenny Lewis. "It was designed
this way, so anyone can just pick it up and start using it immediately. Users will learn everything they
need and will get a huge advantage over the competition."
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Creator of the program, Jenny Lewis, assures people that every type of voice is in demand. "It
doesn't matter whether your voice is squeaky or deep, whether you have an accent or whether you
are not a native speaker at all, none of this matters in the voiceover business because there is
demand for every type of voice."
"I believe that VO Genesis provides a great opportunity for people who would like to start a
voiceover career. There is a huge demand for voices of all types, unusual and natural voices," says
Patrick. "However this system is not magic, and users will have to put in some effort to make it
work."
Visit the Official Website Here for More Information - Official Website
About Patrick Lattimore
Patrick Lattimore is a popular California-born freelance provider of news and reviews regarding
self-improvement and business programs.
Contact Information
For more information contact Patrick Lattimore of Just Best Promo (http://justbestpromo.com/)
661-201-1775
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